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NEW QUESTION: 1
When defining meeting resources, how are available Adhoc
segments determined?
A. They are automatically calculated by the Cisco TelePresence
Multipoint Switch after the maximumsegments are defined.
B. They are automatically calculated by the Cisco TelePresence
Multipoint Switch before the maximum segments are defined.
C. They are automaticallycalculated by the Cisco TelePresence
MultipointSwitch after the maximum and the scheduled segments
aredefined.
D. They are automatically by the administrator and
manuallyentered into the Adhoc field.

E. They are determined by the administrator and manually
entered into the scheduled segments field.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has a new four engine Symmetrix VMAX storage array
installed at their site. The array will be the target for a
consolidation of three Symmetrix DMX storage arrays. The
customer has concerns about required performance for a specific
application that currently uses logical volumes from two of the
source arrays. All applications that use this storage will have
different peak usage times during the day.
How can the customer configure the new VMAX cache to guarantee
the best level of service to the specific application?
A. Create a dynamic partition, set a low donation age for the
application cache partition
B. Create a static partition, set a high donation age for the
application cache partition
C. Create a static partition, set a lower write pending limit
for the application cache partition
D. Create a dynamic partition, set a high donation age for the
application cache partition
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Acme HMO recruits and contracts directly with a wide range
of physicians-both PCPs and specialists
-in its geographic area on a non-exclusive basis. There is no
separate legal entity that represents and negotiates the

contracts for the physicians. The type of model described here
is known as a:
A. an independent practice association (IPA) model HMO
B. a group model HMO
C. a direct contract model HMO
D. a staff model HMO
Answer: C
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